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In the NEVOD-DECOR experiment, the study of the energy characteristics of muon bundles is
carried out, aimed at the solution of “muon puzzle” (the excess of multi-muon events in cosmic
rays in comparison with the results of calculations). The experimental complex includes a
Cherenkov water calorimeter and a precise coordinate-tracking detector. The energy deposit of
muon bundles is measured from the response of the NEVOD calorimeter, and coordinate-tracking
detector DECOR allows to determine the number of muons in the bundles and their arrival
direction. Experimental estimates of the average muon energy in the bundles and their dependence
on the zenith angle and primary energy in the range from 10 PeV to 1000 PeV were obtained and
compared with the results of calculations performed using the simulation based on the CORSIKA
sofware package using models of hadronic interactions QGSJET-II-04 and SIBYLL-2.3c.
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Measurements of the average muon energy in
inclined muon bundles in the NEVOD-DECOR
experiment
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1. Introduction

2. Experimental setup and data
The measuring system of the CWC NEVOD [9, 10] is a space-centered lattice of 91
quasispherical modules (QSM) which can be represented in the form of 7 planes in the direction
of each of the axes of a rectangular coordinate system. Adjacent planes consist of 16 or 9 QSMs
combined in the form of strings (4 or 3 QSMs in a string respectively). Each QSM includes 6
FEU-200 with a flat 15 cm diameter photocathode directed along the axes of the orthogonal
coordinate system. The dynamic range of the recording electronics is from 1 to 105 photoelectrons
(ph. e.) for each PMT due to the use of two-dinode signal pickup. It allows to carry out
calorimetric studies, in particular, to measure the energy deposit of muon bundles.
The coordinate-tracking detector DECOR [11] consists of 8 supermodules (SMs) located in
the galleries of the experimental building on three sides of the NEVOD water volume. The
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Investigations of cosmic rays with energies of the order of PeV and higher are based on
indirect measurements of various components of extensive air showers (EAS). Therefore, for
obtaining of the characteristics of the primary cosmic ray (PCR) flux, adequate physical models
of EAS are required. The observation of an excess of muons in an EAS relative to predictions was
reported by the authors of many experiments. In particular, in the NEVOD-DECOR
experiment [1, 2, 3] the dependence of the muon excess on the PCR energy was measured. In this
experiment, EAS investigations are based on the method of local muon density spectra
(LMDS) [1], which allows in the frames of one experiment to study EAS muon bundles in a wide
range of PCR energies from 10 to 1000 PeV and higher.
None of the modern models of hadron interactions, tuned with the available data from the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC), can quantitatively describe the production of muons for primary
energies above 1017 eV. The excess of multi-muon events growing with the PCR energy is called
the “muon puzzle” [4]. The results of investigations of various experiments on the “muon puzzle”
were brought together by the International Working Group on Hadronic Interactions and Shower
Physics (WHISP) [5, 6].
The key to the muon excess solution can be the study of the energy characteristics of the
EAS muon component and their changes with increasing energy of primary particles. A possible
approach to such studies is to measure the energy deposit of cosmic ray muon bundles in the
detector matter. Since the average loss of muons linearly depends on their energy, the deviation
of the experimental dependence from the expected one will indicate the appearance of high-energy
muons, which can be formed as a result of the possible inclusion of new physical processes. Also,
the study of the energy characteristics of muon bundles and their comparison with the results of
calculations allows to check the existing models of hadronic interactions.
The only setup in the world that currently measures the energy deposit of muon bundles is
the NEVOD-DECOR experiment, which includes a Cherenkov water calorimeter (CWC)
NEVOD with a volume of 2000 m3 and coordinate-tracking detector DECOR with an area of
about 70 m2. Previous research results on the study of the specific energy deposit of bundles were
presented in [7], and the first results on the average energy of muons in the bundles were
published in [8]. In this article additional statistics of muon bundles was added and some
refinements in the analysis procedure were introduced.
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Nlam=90,N5=79,N6=89,NR1=0 ,NR2=0 ,Sum1=129,Sum2=0 ,Sob-10000001,00000000
N1=89,N3=46 nCup= 1 SumAmp=7.02e+04
01110100,00010000 NGroup2=17,n=17,n1=17,n2=20,n0=16,nx=18,ny=19,One=0
N2=84,N4=86 nCdow n= 0 ACup= 261 ACdn= 0 NPMT=473 ETel= 2.1% ERec= 44.0%

Figure 1: An example of an event with a muon bundle registered jointly by the NEVOD and
DECOR detectors (the lines show the reconstruction of muon tracks according to the DECOR
data, small circles are hit PMTs in the CWC NEVOD, large rectangles are the DECOR
supermodules).
Date=03-01-20 23:11:01.004 Nrun=152 Nevent=288589 Group: fm=115.05 tm=54.95 Recon: fi=50.29 t=54.47 F= 0.0
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Figure 2: Muon bundle registered by supermodules of the DECOR detector. Right − X-projection,
projected zenith angle; left − Y-projection, azimuth angle.
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effective area of one SM is 8.4 m2. Each SM represents 8 vertical planes of plastic streamer tubes
with a resistive cathode coating and a two-coordinate system for reading signals from external
strips: 256 X- and 256 Y-channels in each plane. The angular and spatial accuracy of the
reconstruction of muon tracks crossing the SM is better than 1 degree and 1 cm respectively.
The technique for selection of muon bundles in a coordinate detector is based on the
parallelism of particle tracks recorded by the setup. The procedure for selecting events according
to the DECOR setup data consists of several stages: trigger level (3-fold coincidences of signals
from different SMs within a time gate of 250 ns); program selection and reconstruction of
candidate events containing quasi-parallel tracks (within a 5-degree cone); final classification of
events and counting of tracks by operators.
An example of an event with reconstructed tracks of muon bundle recorded jointly by the
NEVOD and DECOR setups is shown in fig. 1. The registered tracks of muon bundles in DECOR
SMs are shown in fig. 2.
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D = (m – )/Sdet,

(1)

where  ~ 2.1 is the integral LMDS slope [1].
As a measure of the energy deposit of muon bundles in the calorimeter, the sum  of the
signals of all triggered PMTs of the NEVOD detector (in ph.e. units) is used. In the first
approximation, the total energy deposit is proportional to the muon density D in the event;
therefore, in what follows, the specific energy deposit  / D as the number of photoelectrons
divided by the estimate of the muon density in the event obtained from the coordinate-tracking
detector data was considered.

3. Simulation of the NEVOD-DECOR response to muon bundles
The energy deposit of muon bundles with fixed muon energies of 100 GeV was simulated
for the NEVOD-DECOR setups.
Events with bundles were simulated according to the local muon density spectrum with a
slope close to the experimental one. The simulation takes into account the physical features of the
setups and the conditions of hardware, software and operator selection of events with muon
bundles. For events satisfying the selection conditions, the response of the Cherenkov water
calorimeter NEVOD was calculated using the Geant4 package [12, 13].
The model of the CWC NEVOD was verified by comparing the results of calculating of
the response of the NEVOD detector to the passage of single near-horizontal muons with
experimental data. In this case, the coordinates of the entrance to the water tank and the direction
of motion of single muons were taken from the experimental data. Near-horizontal muons were
selected using supermodules of the detector DECOR located in opposite short galleries of the
experimental complex building NEVOD (fig. 3). In the simulation the muon energy was set close
to the experimental conditions with a distribution over the spectrum and, on average, was equal
to 100 GeV.
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Events with zenith angles greater than 55 were selected, then practically only pure muon
component of the EAS reaches the Earth's surface. At smaller zenith angles muon bundles can be
accompanied by the electron-photon and hadron components of the EAS, which complicate the
geometric reconstruction of the tracks. Events were selected in two 60-degree sectors in azimuth
angle, where most part of the coordinate detector (six of eight SMs) is shielded by the water
volume of the NEVOD detector. Over a long observation period (from July 2013 to
March 2021, 53 thousand hours of “live” time) 90,165 events with bundles with a multiplicity
(number of muons in a bundle) of at least 5 and a zenith angle of more than 55 were selected.
Since the dimensions of the detector are much smaller than the characteristic dimensions of
the muon component of the EAS on the Earth's surface, in the first approximation the detector can
be considered as point-like one. Then, in an individual event, the local muon density D is
estimated as the ratio of multiplicity m to the effective area of the installation in a given direction
Sdet, taking into account the bias of the estimate due to Poisson fluctuations in the number of
particles entering the detector and the steeply falling density spectrum [1]:

Nlam=63,N5=14,N6=12,NR1=0 ,NR2=0 ,Sum1=128,Sum2=0 ,Sob-00000001,00000000
N1=1 ,N3=47 nCup= 0 SumAmp=2.02e+03
00101000,00000000 NTrack=2
N2=16,N4=4 nCdow n= 0 ACup= 0 ACdn= 0 NPMT=94 ETel= 95.7% ERec= 93.6%
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The accuracy of the local muon density D estimation was improved on the basis of the
simulation of the DECOR SMs response to the passage of muon bundles using the Monte Carlo
method. In the simulation three significant effects were taken into account: the condition for
triggering a supermodule (triggering of at least two even and two odd planes in the
Y-projection ), selection by the reconstruction program and operators of muon tracks with at least
5 triggered planes in the X-projection, as well as the inefficiency of registration associated with
the passage of tracks through the gaps between the chambers, their walls, through the chambers
that were turned off due to malfunctions. As a result, the correction was obtained as the ratio of
the local density obtained based on simulation to the local density obtained from the results of the
analytical calculation Sdet. This correction also includes the track masking effect (one or more
tracks are masked in both projections), which is significant at a muon density of more than 2
particles per m2.
Date=21-03-17 12:27:30.047 Nrun=401 Nevent=19538 fm=272.08 tm=88.88 Recon: fi=274.31 t=85.12 F= 0.0

4. Results
The residual contribution from the electron-photon and hadron components of the EAS
decreases exponentially with sec, but remains significant in the overlapping range of zenith
angles (55 − 65) in the dependence of the average specific energy deposit on the zenith angle.
In fig. 4, the dependences of the average specific energy deposit on the zenith angle are shown
(black circles are experimental specific energy deposit, red squares are specific energy deposit of
the expected muon contribution). The expected muon contribution was subtracted from the
experimental dependence. From the results of fitting of the obtained curve (after this subtracting)
by exponential function we estimated the values of contribution from the electromagnetic and
hadron EAS components in the zenith angles of interest  = 57.5 and  = 62.5, which were
(4.6  1.0)  and (0.7  0.3)  respectively. When obtaining the experimental dependence of the
average specific energy deposit, this contribution was taken into account.
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Figure 3: An example of an event with a near-horizontal muon (passage of a particle through
DECOR SMs located in opposite short galleries).
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Figure 4: Dependences of experimental (black circles) and expected specific energy deposit
(expected muon contribution, red squares) on zenith angle.
In fig. 5 the experimental and calculated dependences of the average specific energy
deposit on the zenith angle are given. Black circles are experimental data, red squares are
simulation results (for a fixed muon energy of 100 GeV). As can be seen from the figure, there is
an increase in the average specific energy deposit with an increase in the zenith angle (both for
the experiment and for the simulation results). However, the experimental points are significantly
higher than the simulation, which is due to the contribution of various energies of muons in
bundles, and the average energy of muons in bundles is higher than 100 GeV.
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Figure 5: Dependence of the average specific energy deposit of muon bundles on the zenith angle:
experiment and simulation results (for a fixed muon energy of 100 GeV).
Using the dependence of the average specific loss in water on the muon energy according
to tabulated data [14] normalized to loss at 100 GeV, which is almost linear in the range of
hundreds of GeV, from the ratio of the measured and simulated specific energy deposit, we can
obtain the dependence of the average energy of muons in bundles on the zenith angle in the
NEVOD-DECOR experiment. In fig. 6a the obtained dependence of the average energy of muons
in the bundles on the zenith angle is shown. The arrows indicate the calculated mean logarithmic
energies of primary particles [1]. The curves were obtained by simulating of the muon component
of EAS formed by primary protons (bottom pair of curves) and iron nuclei (top pair of curves) in
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the CORSIKA software package [15] for models of hadronic interactions QGSJET-II-04 [16]
(solid lines) and SIBYLL-2.3c [17] (dashed lines).
The average energy of muons in bundles (for a given primary particle, its energy E0 and
direction, as well as the model of hadron interactions) was calculated using the
LMDS method [1] as:

E


=

E (r) ( E0 , r) dS


 ( E0 , r)



(2)

,

dS

in point r). Interpolation of the results of these calculations allows to obtain the expected average
energies of muons in the bundle for given zenith angles and local densities.
The fig. 6a shows that there is the increase in the average energy of muons in bundles
with an increase in the zenith angle, the experimental results are in good agreement with the
expected results.
In fig. 6b the dependence of the average muon energy on the local muon density, obtained
for the zenith angle interval 65 − 75 is presented. The designations of the curves and arrows are
the same as in fig. 6a. The curves in the figure were obtained by simulating showers for protons
and iron nuclei of the PCR for a fixed zenith angle θ = 69°. Experimental data indicate an increase
in the average energy of muons in bundles at large muon densities corresponding to PCR energies
above 1017 eV in comparison with the calculated results.
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Figure 6: Dependence of the average energy of muons in the bundles on the zenith angle (a) and
the local muon density for the interval of zenith angles = 65 − 75 (b).

5. Conclusion
In the NEVOD-DECOR experiment, estimates of the average energy of muons in bundles
were obtained at different zenith angles and local density, which correspond to the energies of
primary particles of 1016 − 1018 eV. The obtained data are compared with the calculation results
based on EAS simulation in the CORSIKA software package. For large muon densities,
corresponding to primary energies greater than 1017 eV, an increase in the average energy of
muons in the bundles in comparison with the calculation results is observed.
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where  = 2.2 is a fixed slope of the LMDS; r is the point in the cross section of the shower;
(E0, r) is the average lateral distribution function (LDF) of muons (density of particles
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